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SUMMARY

Escalation Representative is responsible for Identifying escalation issues and escalate them to the 
appropriate escalation level, Communicating with customers and prospects in a clear, concise 
manner, Tracking customer complaints and their resolution (for example: Customer A complains 
about product X and Customer B complains about product Y).

SKILLS

Customer Care, Networking, Planning.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Escalation Representative
ABC Corporation  August 2013 – April 2014 
 Communicated effectively with all departments, including sales, engineering and support, to 

build relationships and resolve escalated issues.
 Built strong relationships with key stakeholders in the organization.
 Communicated effectively on behalf of a team member or customer within the organization.
 Led discussions internally on how to resolve escalated issues as quickly as possible.
 Ensured that customers are getting what they need from their products and services.
 Actively engaged with the customer on a regular basis and use this communication to build 

trust and positive experience.
 Ensured that the escalation process is effective in resolving escalations within a given time 

frame, while still meeting business goals.

Escalation Representative
Delta Corporation  2011 – 2013 
 Resolved customers service or billing complaints by performing activities such as send refund 

checks, collect mailing fees or adjust bills.
 Contacted customers to respond to inquiries or to notify them of claim investigation results or 

any planned adjustments.
 Started as a escalation rep and then promoted to th 229 64 St.
 Duties, Accomplishments and Related Skills The SOIT Escalation Representative serves as the 

first point of contact for handling emergent .
 Notable achievements include (1) a six month peak season participation assisting colleagues 

in the Cincinnati, Ohio, and Phoenix, Arizona, call .
 Under project lead time constraints, provide product resources as needed
 Find external resources as needed; communicate well with them.

EDUCATION

GED
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